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pensions • which have been the normal rule here, are in future not given. These rules lay down a limit for the maximum pension, O.S. 7,875, against the present 12900fl per annum. Considering all the circumstances, we are of the view
that, since the new -rules are not likely to cost Government more, it would be best, to adopt them forthwith, option being given to present Government servants to decide whether-they will continue under, the old rules or
accept the new "ones. This option should be exercised within 3 months, those who do not notify their wishes
having been taken to decide in favour of the new "rules. At the same time, orders may be issued that in future there will be no grant of compassionate allowance. This will mean that, when the list of the present compassionate allowance-drawers is exhausted* there will be no further expenditure. Present annual payments under this head come to about eleven lakhs/
There has been pending in the archives of the Insurance office a scheme for compulsory family insurance on a self-sufficient basis depending on a payment of a percentage of a Government employee's salary. This seems to us to be worth while, and we would recommend that Government investigate it forthwith. The two lakhs which the Government is now paying as contribution for the family insurance of inferior servants at one rupee per man per month does not provide adequate benefits and" if the family insurance scheme is brought in, this. amount of two lakhs, is likely to be saved* . * .
Budget —We learn that the form in which the Budget" is presented te being modified in order to bring it into line with the rest of India. This is, no doubt, desirable. At the same time, the Hyderabad Budget contains a mass of information which is useful to the ordinary citizen who wishes to know the actual facts about any particular expenditure, and we trust* that, in combining Sub-Heads or leaving out Appendices, 1 the valuable information contained at present will not be omitted* • ;


